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Sampling and Ontologically Pooling Web Images for
Visual Concept Learning
Shiai Zhu, Chong-Wah Ngo, and Yu-Gang Jiang

Abstract—Sufficient training examples are essential for effec-
tive learning of semantic visual concepts. In practice, however,
acquiring noise-free training examples has always been expensive.
Recently the rapid popularization of social media websites, such as
Flickr, has made it possible to collect training exemplars without
human assistance. This paper proposes a novel and efficient
approach to collect training samples from the noisily tagged Web
images for visual concept learning, where we try to maximize two
important criteria, relevancy and coverage, of the automatically
generated training sets. For the former, a simple method named
semantic field is introduced to handle the imprecise and incom-
plete image tags. Specifically, the relevancy of an image to a target
concept is predicted by collectively analyzing the associated tag list
of the image using two knowledge sources: WordNet corpus and
statistics from Flickr.com. To boost the coverage or diversity of the
training sets, we further propose an ontology-based hierarchical
pooling method to collect samples not only based on the target
concept alone, but also from ontologically neighboring concepts.
Extensive experiments on three different datasets (NUS-WIDE,
PASCAL VOC, and ImageNet) demonstrate the effectiveness of
our proposed approach, producing competitive performance even
when comparing with concept classifiers learned using expert-
labeled training examples.

Index Terms—Training set construction, visual concept learning,
web images.

I. INTRODUCTION

V ISUAL concept learning has recently received great at-
tention in multimedia and computer vision. It is funda-

mentally a classification task that determines whether a concept
(e.g., an object or scene class) is present in images or video clips.
A critical step for learning effective concept classifiers is the
acquisition of a sufficiently large number of training examples.
Manual collection of these training data is often expensive and
infeasible when the number of concepts is very large. Existing
human annotation efforts like TRECVID [1], PASCAL VOC
[2], and ImageNet [3] are lacking in either label accuracy or
diversity/coverage, limiting the needed progress in this vibrant
field.
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Fig. 1. Example Web images with noisy yet informative tags. This paper pro-
poses novel and efficient techniques to automatically sample the noisily tagged
Web images for learning semantic visual concepts. (a) Subjective tags. (b) Am-
biguous tags. (c) Incomplete tags. (d) Content and context related tags.

Recently, with the proliferation of social media websites,
more and more images with user tags are freely available on
the Web. Flickr.com, for example, receives thousands of new
uploads per minute. The associated user-generated tags of these
images convey useful information on their semantic content.
This gives light to explore the Web, an extremely rich data
source, for constructing concept training sets. Since this process
is fully automatic and can be repeated easily, we can always
generate new training sets with up-to-date image content, in
contrast to those manually labeled collections like ImageNet
where the content of some concepts may become outdated after
a few years (e.g., the appearance of “computer monitor” has
changed a lot over the years).
The tags of Web images, nevertheless, are usually imprecise

and incomplete. A recent study by Kennedy et al. [4] showed
that only 50% of the tags are visually relevant to image con-
tents. Fig. 1 shows some example images from Flickr, based on
which we summarize the challenges of sampling Web images
for concept learning as follows. First, user-tags tend to be sub-
jective and highly personalized. Tag providers are mostly the
owners of the images and therefore may supply tags that are not
necessarily content-related. For example, in Fig. 1(a), “child”
is visually very relevant but is not in the tag list. Instead, other
tags such as “barossa” and “valley,” indicating the place or lo-
cation where the photo was taken, are used. Using this example
for training concepts such as “valley” could result in worse per-
formance. Second, user tags can be ambiguous. Some tags may
convey multiple senses or meanings. For instance, in Fig. 1(b),
while “bear” is commonly referred to as a kind of animal, it
also has another meaning: “a surly, uncouth, burly, or shambling
person.” Third, lists are often incomplete. Taking Fig. 1(c) as an
example, the tag “beach” is missing, while some other relevant
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tags such as “sea,” “sky,” and “sand” are tagged. In this case,
sampling training images merely based on keyword matching
can lead to a low recall of positive samples. Last, some tags
are more content specific and representative than others. For ex-
ample, the image in Fig. 1(d) can be a representative example
for learning concept “dog” since many contextual tags like “an-
imal,” “pet” and “puppy” give a strong clue that “dog” is the
major highlight of this image.
This paper proposes a novel and efficient solution to sample

Web images for visual concept learning. Particularly, we
consider the following two important requirements when con-
structing the concept training sets: 1) the noisily tagged Web
images should be filtered to maximize their relevancy to a
target concept, and 2) the final training set should have good
coverage and diversity. To deal with the challenges described
earlier, we introduce a method called semantic field (SF) to
determine the relevancy of an image to a target concept, so
that the noise in the constructed training set can be suppressed.
Different from direct text matching between image tags and
concept names, in SF we consider tags of an image collectively
to predict image semantics. This way we are able to handle
most issues raised by the examples in Fig. 1, which will be
elaborated in Section III-A. Having a noise-free training set
is desirable but not sufficient for training a good concept
classifier. As stated in requirement 2, we also need a training
set diverse enough to cover most visual aspects of the target
concept. For instance, images of both “house” and “church” are
needed for training a comprehensive and generalizable classi-
fier for concept “building.” To this end, we propose semantic
pooling (SP), a simple technique for boosting the coverage of
concept training sets by propagating positive examples across
semantically related concepts using an ontology structure.
With the ontology-based SP, training set of a non-leaf concept
(e.g., “building”) can be enriched by including representative
examples from its child nodes (e.g., “church”).
Our main contribution in this paper is a systematic approach

to sampling Web images for concept learning. Both SF and
SP are easy to implement and scalable to large scale applica-
tions. Thorough evaluations are conducted over several popular
datasets to validate the effectiveness of our approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we review existing works on concept learning and
training set construction. Section III elaborates the proposed SF
and SP methods for collecting training images from the Web.
Section IV describes the experimental setup and discusses
evaluation results. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Visual Concept Learning

Numerous research efforts have been devoted to visual con-
cept learning in images and videos. This subsection briefly dis-
cusses feature representation and model learning techniques.
Recent research has shown that bag-of-visual-words repre-

sentation computed based on local image features (e.g., SIFT

[5]) has converged to a mature solution for concept learning
[6], [7]. Many top-performing systems at various benchmark
evaluations purely relied on this feature representation [2],
[8], [9]. For learning techniques, SVMs are the dominant
choice provided that a sufficient amount of training samples
is available. When the number of training samples is small,
semi-supervised learning which explores freely available unla-
beled data can be applied. For example, Yan and Naphade [10]
proposed a multi-view semi-supervised cross-feature learning
approach. Initially one classifier from each view is learned by
expert-labeled training data. The model is further boosted by
augmenting the training set of one view with selected unlabeled
testing data on which the other views have high-confidence
prediction. However, Tian et al. [11] have pointed out that
detection performance of semi-supervised learning methods
will degrade when labeled and unlabeled data are from different
distributions. In fact, the change of data distribution can affect
not only semi-supervised learning, but also supervised learning
[12].
In the following we discuss prior works on constructing

training sets, which are highly related to the main focus of
this paper. For features and model learning, we simply adopt
the cutting-edge solutions of bag-of-visual-words feature and
SVMs classifier.

B. Concept Training Set Construction

Collecting sufficiently large amount of training data always
plays an important role in learning robust visual concept classi-
fiers. To date, most of the released datasets are constructed by
expensive manual labeling, despite the fact that automatic sam-
pling of web images for learning is feasible with the massive
growth of user-tagged images on social media websites. In this
section, we divide the review of prior works on training set con-
struction into two categories: manual annotation and automatic
collection from Web.
Many efforts have been devoted to manually annotating im-

ages for visual learning. Some small yet very popular datatsets
include Caltech-256 [13], MSRC [14], LabelMe1 [15], MIR-
Flickr [16], etc. The average number of labeled samples per
concept is quite small in these datasets. Recent developments
like the PASCAL VOC 2010 [2] provided more examples per
class, but usually only have a very small number of categories
due to the limitation of annotation human-hours (20 concepts
in VOC 2010). The NUS-WIDE dataset [17] includes about
270 000 Flickr images with ground-truth annotation of 81 con-
cepts, which have a better coverage of the visual world sur-
rounding us but are still far from adequate. ImageNet [3] dataset,
in contrast, has more than 12 million images manually labeled
to 17 000 concepts, and is still growing. On average, there are
about a few hundreds of examples per concept, which are still
not always enough for learning good visual classifiers. In the
video domain, the LSCOM [18] has annotated more than 400

1LabelMe is a Web-based annotation tool developed by MIT CSAI Lab to
collect object-level image annotations from general Web users.
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Fig. 2. Overall framework of the proposed approach. Given a concept, WordNet ontology is first adopted to produce a hierarchy with the target concept as root
node. Each node (concept) in the hierarchy is then used to query Web search engines and download top-ranked images. After that, the downloaded images of each
node are filtered using a method called SF. Finally, example set of the target concept is constructed by pooling examples from all the nodes in the hierarchy.

concepts, but is restricted to broadcast news videos. In addi-
tion, through collaborative annotation, there are also 346 con-
cepts being labeled on a set of Web videos provided by NIST
TRECVID2 2011 [1].
Automatically collecting training images by sampling social

media becomes a very natural and plausible solution due to the
popularity of social media websites [19]–[25], [33]. Among
these, one common and straightforward way is to directly use
the top-ranked images from Web search for classifier learning
[19], [20]. For instance, the MIT 80 million TinyImage dataset
[26] was constructed by searching around 53 000 nouns defined
by WordNet in various image search engines and crawling
the top-ranked ones. Since the tiny images were directly
downloaded from Web search without any filtering effort,
the high level of label noise (around 20% are clean images)
largely limits its utility for general algorithm development. In
[27], the problem is dealt with by using probabilistic latent
semantic analysis (pLSA). They assumed that the most relevant
images are in several large clusters (topics), which will be used
for reranking the search results. In [22] and [28], a two-step
learning approach, combining context and visual information,
was proposed to harvest image databases from Web. First,
surrounding context of images from initial Web search is used
to train a Bayes posterior estimator which is used for reranking
the search results. After that the top ranked images are sampled
to train a SVM classifier to further refine the image ranking. In
[23], starting from a classifier model learned from a collection
of expert-labeled examples, iterative updates of the model are
performed by training with new web images that are predicted
as positive by the previous older model. At the end a larger
training set will be automatically constructed. The newly added
images by this method, however, may be visually homoge-
neous and lack visual diversity. In [29], instead of ranking
individual images as in [33] and [21]–[23], image clustering
of search result is firstly executed and then random walk is
applied to rank the image clusters. Simple heuristics such as
larger clusters are more relevant to the target concept and noisy
samples should be outliers from clustering are adopted for
training set construction. In [30] and [31], a filtering approach
is proposed to sample Web videos for concept learning. Based

2TRECVID is an annual video retrieval benchmark organized by the U.S.
National Institute of Standards and Technology.

on a probabilistic framework, the relevancy of a video frame
to a target concept was learnt in order to exclude irrelevant
frames from concept training. To improve the performance of
frame sampling, in [32], the framework was further extended
by using active learning.
Because tags in social media could be noisy, semi-supervised

learning, which starts by learning classifiers from a small set
of manual labels and subsequently updates the classifiers by
sampling web images, is adopted by [21] and [33]. Many other
works focused purely on refining the user-supplied image tags
[34]–[36], which all used image visual similarities with simple
models. In addition to sampling positive examples, the problem
of negative sample selection is also studied by [24] and [25]. In
[24], random sampling was simply applied. In [25], a bootstrap
learning approach was proposed, by iteratively selecting the
most misclassified images of a concept to update the classifier.
Different from tag refinement by learning tag relevance from

neighborhood visual similarities as in [34]–[36], our work in
this paper targets at sampling Web images for concept learning
by collectively analyzing the whole tag list. In addition, dif-
ferent from [19]–[23], [29], and [33], we not only focus on sam-
pling relevant images, but also aim to construct a comprehen-
sive training set that can cover different visual aspects of a target
concept using ontological pooling. Different from a recent work
by Fergus et al. [37] where an ontology was adopted to expand
query sets for label propagation, we use ontology to pool com-
prehensive sets of training samples for concept learning. In ad-
dition, our training set construction approach does not involve
any model learning process, and therefore is highly efficient,
satisfying the critical speed requirement of many large-scale ap-
plications. This work extends a previous conference paper [38]
with an algorithm for SP and an extensive set of newly added
experiments. Additionally, we also conduct a cross-dataset eval-
uation to test the generalization capability of models learnt using
various kinds of training labels.

III. SAMPLING AND ONTOLOGICALLY POOLING WEB IMAGES

This section introduces our proposed methods for concept
training set construction. In particular, we focus on collecting
comprehensive sets of positive samples with good relevancy
and coverage. For negative sample selection, we simply adopt
the random sampling method of [24].
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Fig. 2 shows the overall framework of our approach. Given
a target concept, we first use the WordNet ontology to produce
a concept hierarchy, with the target concept as root node. Each
concept in the hierarchy is used to queryWeb search engines and
download top-ranked images. Noises in Web search results are
then suppressed using a method called SF. Finally, by pooling
the pseudo examples of each node in the hierarchy, final ex-
ample set for the target concept is formed. Key components in
our approach include SF image sampling and hierarchical ex-
ample pooling. We elaborate each of them below.

A. Modeling SF

Current image search engines largely rely on the associated
texts (e.g., tags) of the images, and therefore often return results
at low precision due to the noisy tags. While user tags are im-
precise individually, inferring image semantics from tags is still
feasible by collectively analyzing all the tags of an image to-
gether, with a reasonable assumption that generally the number
of content-related tags is larger than that of the noisy tags. SF
is proposed under this scenario to predict the relevancy of an
image to a concept. Originally the concept of SF was used to
capture the semantics of a set of words in text domain [39]. The
basic idea is that the meaning of a word partially depends on
its surrounding words. Under our application, a tag list can be
treated as a SF, where the dominant semantics can be inferred
by linguistic analysis of the tags.
Denote as the target concept, and

as the tag list of an image with tags. By Bayesian theorem,
the probability of appearing in can be formulated as

(1)

The computation of (1), however, is not always stable since the
probability of the entire tag list is usually extremely
small. We thus adopt simple average fusion to approximate

by , which combines
the probabilities of observing SF as a whole and averaging the
probability of each tag being relevant to concept . Here av-
erage fusion of probabilities is used since the tags of an image
are usually not independent (highly correlated sometimes),
which makes it infeasible to follow a strict probabilistic frame-
work for computing . With this approximation,

can be eliminated and (1) can be rewritten as

(2)

where donates the likelihood of observing a tag
given the concept . Since in (2) can be further
rewritten as , and does not affect
image sampling for , the only critical unknown term for
computing is the joint probability .
To estimate , we consider two different knowledge

sources: WordNet ontology and Flickr.com. For WordNet, we
adoptWUP [40] which uses path length information inWordNet
hierarchy to infer word relatedness, defined as

(3)

where denotes the name of concept and is the
lowest common ancestor of and in WordNet. Function
returns the depth of a concept, while function computes

the minimum path length by traversing from to . WUP
does not exactly consider joint probability, but reflects the re-
lationship of the two words from semantic point of view. In
the implementation, we only consider tags which are found in
WordNet for WUP computation. Tags which cannot be found in
WordNet include abbreviation, number, wrongly-spelled, slang
(e.g., beemer) and linked (e.g., johnaryanphotography) words.
Among all the images crawled from Flickr in our experiments,
about 37% of the tags cannot be found in WordNet.
In addition to WUP, we estimate the relationship of and
based on the co-occurrence of both words. We adopt Flickr

Context Similarity (FCS) [41] which estimates the co-occur-
rence of tags based on statistics derived from tags associated
with all images in Flickr. This offers the advantage that the
co-occurrence of words could also reflect visual relatedness
since tags are given with images as the target subjects. FCS is
defined as

(4)

where

(5)
Here NGD stands for Normalized Google Distance [42],

is the number of Flickr images associated with tag ,
is the number of images associated with both

and , and is the number of images indexed by Flickr.
The function is computed by querying Flickr API. Based
on [41], the parameter in (4) is empirically set to 0.25.
Finally, with WUP and FCS, can be estimated by

(6)

which aims to boost the rank of a tag if receiving high
scores from both WUP and FCS. Plugging (6) back into (2),

can be computed for each image under considera-
tion, with which images from initial Web search are reranked
and top ones will be selected for training set construction.

B. Ontology-Based SP

In WordNet ontology hierarchy, child nodes are semantic
subsets of parent nodes. Take the concept “building” as an
example, using the hyponymy relationship in WordNet, nodes
under “building” are organized in a sub-tree structure of six
layers and 268 child nodes. Intuitively, the coverage and
diversity of training examples for “building” can be greatly
enhanced, by pooling examples of the child nodes. With this
intuition, we now adopt the WordNet ontology to propagate
positive examples sampled by SF for concept training set
construction.
Fig. 3 shows the top three levels of the ontology for con-

cept “building”. SP is performed in bottom-up manner so that a
concept can receive examples from its child nodes. Specifically,
taking a tree with only two layers as an example, positive sam-
ples from the child nodes are propagated in proportion to the
root node. The proportion is decided based on the popularity of
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Fig. 3. Toy example of SP of training examples for concept “building.” Positive
samples of the child nodes are hierarchically pooled in bottom-up manner. The
percentage in the parentheses indicates the proportion of examples to be propa-
gated to the parent node, computed by (7). The numbered small color boxes (in
online version) with various shapes represent images originally from different
nodes, with rankings (indicated by the numbers) computed by (2).

the child node, which is measured based on the total number
of images returned by Flickr API. Formally, the percentage of
training samples to be propagated from a child node to its
parent node can be computed by

(7)

where is the number of Flickr images tagged with , and
represents a set of concept nodes on the same layer with

in the tree.
The order of selecting samples for pooling is based on the

rank list evaluated by (2). In other words, the first image being
picked up from a child node is always its top-ranked image esti-
mated by SF. Images propagated into a parent node are rescored
by the following equation:

(8)

where is the image ranked at the th position among training
examples of the child node , and is the number of im-
ages being propagated from . After the bottom-up propaga-
tion process, samples arriving at the root node are then ag-
gregated with the original samples in as follows:

(9)

where denotes the set of positive examples propagated from
the child node , and is the final set of examples for
learning concept . To facilitate successive propagations into
nodes on the upper layers, the examples in is then ranked
by (8), which guarantees that all the top-ranked examples of the
child nodes will be distributed evenly in the rank list of and
the orders of images from the same child node can be retained.
For a tree with more than two levels, similar procedure is car-
ried out recursively from leaf nodes to the root concept. A toy
example illustrating the procedure of SP for concept “building”
is given in Fig. 3.
In (9), the number of training examples required for classifier

learning is difficult to predict in practice, and so is the number of
examples that should be pooled from child nodes for learning.
A reasonable strategy is that the examples contributed by child

nodes should not be more than that of the target concept. There-
fore, we empirically choose the setting that both target and child
nodes contribute equally to the number of training examples in
the experiments.

C. Complexity and Implementation Details

With the formulations of SF and pooling, the framework
shown in Fig. 2 is easy to implement and scales linearly with
the number of concepts and images. The complexity is mainly
governed by the computation of SF which evaluates the re-
lationship of each tag with the target concept. We implement
SF by offline learning a dictionary for each concept. First, a
large pool of image tags is crawled. Second, the dictionary
of a concept is built by keeping the top- tags ranked using
(6). Specifically, each entry of the dictionary is composed of a
tag and the relevancy . During sampling, given
an image and its tag list, (2) can be efficiently computed by
dictionary look-up and score averaging. To guarantee fast
look-up, we only keep the top-200 tags in a dictionary, and set

for the remaining tags. Because the ranking
scores of tags usually drop exponentially, keeping an excessive
number of tags in a dictionary will not improve sampling
performance in practice.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data, Classification, and Evaluation Criteria

The major dataset used to evaluate our proposed approach
is the NUS-WIDE Web image collection [17]. NUS-WIDE is
composed of 269 648 Flickr images, each of which has 23 tags
on average. Its training set contains 161 789 images and the test
set has 107 859 images. Images of NUS-WIDE have been fully
annotated with 81 concepts that can be roughly divided into six
categories: people, objects, scene/location, event/activities, pro-
gram, and graphics.
To test the generalizability of concept classifiers trained by

our automatic example sampling approach, we also experiment
with two additional datasets: PASCAL VOC 2010 [2] and a
subset of ImageNet [3]. The 2010 edition of PASCAL VOC
Challenge released a dataset of 19 740 Web images with labels
of 20 concepts. The dataset is divided evenly into a training set
and a test set. ImageNet has more than 10 000 concepts, each
with a set of manually annotated examples. In this work, for the
ease of cross-dataset evaluation, we use 30 concepts that overlap
with the 81 classes labeled onNUS-WIDE. In total, ImageNet30
has 42 810 images which are evenly partitioned for training and
testing.
For SF modeling, a dictionary of tags is learnt for each con-

cept. The score of each tag, i.e., in (6), is computed
using Flickr.com (not NUS-WIDE) and WordNet. Visual con-
cept classifiers are learned based on the settings of VIREO-374
[7], a popular baseline of concept learning. Three SVM clas-
sifiers are trained separately using bag-of-visual-words (BoW)
feature, grid-based color moment andwavelet texture. Details of
feature extraction can be found in [7]. For testing, average later
fusion is used to combine probability predictions of the three
SVM classifiers. Test images can then be ranked according to
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TABLE I
RELEVANCE OF TRAINING SAMPLES COLLECTED BY VARIOUS METHODS, MEASURED BY BOTH RECALL AND MAP.

THE 81 NUS-WIDE CONCEPTS ARE GROUPED INTO SIX CATEGORIES

the fused SVM predictions that indicate the confidence of de-
tecting a concept in the images.
As the standard evaluation criterion of concept learning, av-

erage precision (AP) is adopted to assess the performance of
concept classifiers. Mean AP (MAP) is used to aggregate per-
formance over multiple concepts. To assess the relevance of the
automatically sampled training images, we use Recall to eval-
uate the fraction of ground-truth positive examples being sam-
pled, and AP to measure the ranking performance.

B. Experiment 1: Relevance of Training Examples

In this experiment, we evaluate the SF method for sampling
positive examples from noisy Web search. This process is simu-
lated by treating the training set of NUS-WIDE as the candidate
image pool.
We compare SF with a baseline sampling method using

simple keyword matching (KW) and also the expert-labeled
examples from NUS-WIDE. The completely manual labeled
training sets can be viewed as the upper limit of automatic
sampling. For the computation of SF, in addition to using both
WUP and FCS as shown in (6), we also investigate the sampling
performance using FCS or WUP alone (named as SF-FCS and
SF-WUP). To make sure the comparison is fair, we assume the
number of positive examples is known, and when sampling the
top- images using SF and KW, is set equal to the number
of true positives according to the expert labels. For negative
examples, throughout the experiments we randomly sample a
fixed number of 5000 images, where the determined positive
examples are excluded.
First, we measure the relevance of training examples by Re-

call andMAP. Table I summarizes the results. Both SF-FCS and
SF-WUP perform better than KW. Further combination of the
two knowledge sources (SF) improves the relevance of training
examples moderately, with Recall and MAP equal to 0.483 and
0.615 respectively. These results clearly validate the importance
of collectively analyzing the tags of an image. SF consistently
gives the best performance across all the six categories of con-
cepts. Note that SF exhibits the largest margin of improvement
compared to the baseline for the category “program”, and the
lowest Recall and MAP for “graphics” compared to other five
categories. The reason is due to the fact that both categories con-
tain only one concept, respectively, the concepts “sports” and
“map.” For “sports,” SF is effective in sampling images that are
tagged with sport related words like “athletics” and “racing.” In
contrast, KW which uses simple keyword matching can only
include images tagged with “sports” or “sport.” The concept

TABLE II
MOST RELEVANT TAGS TO CONCEPT “AIRPORT," DETERMINED BY

FCS, WUP, AND THEIR COMBINATION

“map” has multiple senses and all the methods perform poorly.
While not fully satisfactory, SF can still recall 17.5% of true
positives.
Comparing SF-FCS with SF-WUP, SF-FCS is significantly

better. This confirms the fact that statistics from Flickr can re-
flect visual co-occurrence of words more accurately. Table II
lists the top 10 highly related tags to concept “airport," predicted
by FCS,WUP, and their combination . As shown
in the table, FCS is able to select tags that visually co-occur
with “airport," such as “airplane," “aircraft," and “airline.” On
the other hand, WUP tends to choose semantically related tags
such as “airfield," “station," and “transportation," though not
without misleading tags. Examples include “zoo” which is a sib-
ling concept of “airfield” and shares a common ancestor “instal-
lation” with “airport.” As a result, “zoo” is also ranked high in
the vocabulary. By combining WUP and FCS as SF does, the
top ranked tags are more diverse and comprehensive.
Next, let us measure concept learning performance based on

different training sets. Table III shows the results. The classifi-
cation performance of SF shows a closer MAP
to that of using noise-free expert labeled training data

, and improves significantly over KW ,
with a relative performance gain of 33.8%. The improvement is
consistently observed in all the six categories of concepts. This
result again confirms the effectiveness of collective tag analysis,
since KW can be easily affected by individual noisy tags.

C. Experiment 2: Combining SF and SP

Instead of sampling positive examples from NUS-WIDE, in
this experiment example sampling is conducted directly on im-
ages crawled from Flickr. Among the 81 concepts in NUS-
WIDE, we consider 38 concepts who have at least two layers of
child nodes according to the WordNet hierarchy. Among the 38
concept trees, the average depth is four and the average number
of child nodes is 54. For instance, concept “building” has 127
nodes distributed over a tree of six layers, and “sports” has a
seven-layer tree of 101 nodes. For each node of the concept
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Fig. 4. Perconcept AP on NUS-WIDE test set, using models trained with various Web image sampling and pooling methods. See texts for detailed explanations.

TABLE III
CONCEPT LEARNING PERFORMANCE USING DIFFERENT

EXAMPLE SAMPLING METHODS

trees, we download a large set of images by using the concept
name to query Flickr API.
We compare the following approaches: SF, SP, and SP with

incremental learning (SP-I). SF samples images from Flickr for
each concept. SP, in addition to the sampled images of a con-
cept by SF, further pools the images collected by child nodes
as training examples, as described in Section III-B. SF and SP
then learn the classifers based on the collected images respec-
tively. Different from SP, SP-I updates the original classifiers
learnt by SF using the new positive examples pooled from child
nodes. We adopt adaptive SVM (A-SVM) [12] for incremental
learning. A-SVM learns a “delta function” based on the
new examples, and adapts the original SVM model as
follows:

(10)

where are the parameters to be leant from new sam-
ples. A-SVM basically seeks for additional support vectors
learnt from newly arrived data to adjust the original decision
boundary of a classifier. It optimizes the trade-off that new
decision boundary should be close to the original one, and
meanwhile, the new samples are correctly classified.
Different from Experiment 1 where we assume the number

of positive images is known for each concept, under the more
realistic setting of crawling images directly from the Web, this
number can never be accurately estimated. Therefore we adopt
a very common strategy by sampling a fixed number of positive
images for all the concepts. All the methods being compared
select 2000 examples per concept. For SP/SP-I, the first 1000
examples are from the root node (target concept), and the re-
maining 1000 examples are pooled from the child nodes.

Fig. 5. Automatically sampled training examples for “plane” and its child con-
cepts. False positive examples are marked with red boxes (in online version).
(a) Training samples for “plane.” (b) Training samples for child nodes.

Fig. 4 shows the concept learning results on NUS-WIDE
testing set. SF, with a MAP of 0.165, exhibits better perfor-
mance than KW . This is consistent with the
observations in Section IV-B. With SP, the MAP is further
boosted to 0.176. Among the 38 tested concepts, 27 of them
benefit from pooling examples of child nodes, and only five
concepts suffer from performance degradation after pooling
(by around 5%). The performance degradation for these con-
cepts is mostly due to mismatch of concept definition between
WordNet and image corpus. For example, the ground-truth
labels in NUS-WIDE view “panda” as a kind of “bear," while
in WordNet, “panda” is not regarded as a child node of “bear.”
On the other hand, “beach ball” and “tree house” are two child
nodes of “toy” in WordNet, but are rarely labeled as “toy” in
Web image corpus.
Overall, the coverage and diversity of training examples for

most concepts can be enhanced by SP. Fig. 5 shows an example
for concept “plane.” In Fig. 5(a), the sampled examples for root
node “plane” are mostly from close-up viewpoint and mixed
with a few false positives. The samples from child nodes, as
shown in Fig. 5(b), offer a more diverse view in terms of vi-
sual and semantic aspects. In addition, as the child node con-
cepts are more specific, the chance of sampling false positives
is usually lower than that for the parent concepts. Fig. 6 fur-
ther gives top-60 plane classification results using SF and SP
labels respectively. We see that SF [Fig. 6(a)] can find some
close-view planes, but some sky or cloud images are also mis-
takenly included. In contrast, top results by SP labels [Fig. 6(b)]
are more accurate and also visually diverse, though not without
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Fig. 6. Top-60 plane classification results ranked by SVM prediction score using (a) SF and (b) SP labels, respectively. Images are ordered from left to right and
top to bottom. False-alarms are marked with red rectangular (in online version).

mistakes. In this example, by using SP, the AP performance of
concept “plane” is significantly improved from 0.172 (SF) to
0.240 (SP).
SP-I also improves both SF and KW significantly, with an

MAP of 0.174. Comparing SP-I to SP, there is no clear winner
between the two. SP-I is computationally more efficient, but is
also more sensitive to parameter setting simply because it in-
volves a few more parameters. In addition, comparing our SP
result with the classifiers using expert labels

, there is still a performance gap. This is not
surprise because the NUS-WIDE dataset was constructed two
years ago by crawling images from Flickr. Images downloaded
by the same query at different timemay be visually quite dissim-
ilar, resulting in a visual gap between our newly crawled images
and the official NUS-WIDE testing images, which may affect
the concept learning performance.

D. Experiment 3: Cross Dataset Evaluation

In order not to overlook the issue of over-fitting, we now com-
pare the classifiers built based on expert-labeled examples and
free samples by our approach across different datasets. In addi-
tion to NUS-WIDE, in this experiment we also adopt the VOC
2010 and ImageNet30 datasets. We examine the performance
of classifiers learned from the training set of one dataset (e.g.,
NUS-WIDE) on the testing set of another dataset (e.g., VOC and
ImageNet). Based on this comparison, we aim to study the gen-
eralization capability of classifiers built from automatic sam-
pling of Web images.
We first evaluate the models used in Experiment 2 on the

test set of VOC 2010. Results are reported on the eight con-
cepts common to NUS-WIDE and VOC 2010. As shown in
Fig. 7, SP/SP-I achieves the best results for most of the con-
cepts. Overall, the learning performance of SP
is slightly better than that of expert-labeled training set pro-
vided by NUS-WIDE . This verifies our suspi-
cion earlier that expert labels of NUS-WIDE perform good on
the dataset itself because of data domain over-fitting. In other
words, SP is actually able to produce training sets comparable to

Fig. 7. AP performance of models trained with free Web images on PASCAL
VOC 2010 test set.

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF POSITIVE TRAINING SAMPLES IN NUS-WIDE,

IMAGENET30, AND VOC 2010

the expert labeled training sets. Similar observations are noticed
from another experiment on the ImageNet30 dataset, which has
30 concepts in common to NUS-WIDE. As can be seen in Fig. 8,
SP performs better than NUS-WIDE expert la-
bels . There are 18 out of 30 concepts showing
improvement in classification. In addition, similar to the con-
clusions from Experiment 2, we also observe significant perfor-
mance improvements from SP/SP-I over SF and KW on both
VOC 2010 and ImageNet30 datasets.
We further compare three sets of classifiers (NUS-WIDE

model, ImageNet30 model, and VOC model) learned from
expert labels of NUS-WIDE, ImageNet30 and VOC 2010
respectively with classifiers based on Web images (SP model).
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TABLE V
CROSS DATASET EVALUATION RESULTS. ALL THE MODELS ARE LEARNED WITH A FIXED NUMBER OF

TRAINING IMAGES (400 POSITIVE AND 5000 NEGATIVE SAMPLES)

TABLE VI
CROSS DATASET EVALUATION RESULTS. NUS-WIDE, IMAGENET30, AND VOC MODELS ARE LEARNED WITH THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TRAINING IMAGES

AVAILABLE IN EACH DATASET. SP MODELS ARE TRAINED ON 2000 POSITIVE SAMPLES AND 5000 NEGATIVE SAMPLES

Fig. 8. AP performance of models trained with free Web images on Ima-
geNet30 test set.

Among the three datasets, there are seven common concepts.
Since the size of training sets is different across the three
datasets (see Table IV), we conduct two sets of cross dataset
evaluation experiments. The first one sub-samples the ex-
pert-labeled training data and uses a fixed number of examples
for all the evaluated models, to make sure results from this
experiment are directly comparable. Specifically, all the models
are trained using 400 positive samples and 5000 negative
samples. For SP, we use 200 images from the target parent node
and another 200 pooled from its child nodes.
Results are summarized in Table V, where we can see that

within-dataset models always perform the best. This is not sur-
prising at all since images within the same dataset tend to follow
similar distribution in feature space. In other words, there is al-
ways a domain change across different datasets. This observa-

tion is also in line with a recent study in the computer vision
community by Torralba and Efros [43]. Although our SPmodels
are not as good as those trained on within-dataset expert labels,
they perform consistently well on all the three datasets. Very
interestingly, on the NUS-WIDE test set, SP models even out-
perform both ImageNet30 and VOC models.
The second set of cross dataset evaluation experiments uses

the maximum number of examples available in each dataset,
aiming to understand the upper limit of the models trained
with the expert-labeled images. For SP model, we follow
Experiment 2 to use a fixed number of 2000 positive sam-
ples and 5000 negative samples. Table VI shows the results.
Within-dataset models still exhibit the best overall performance
in this experiment, and SP models again performs consistently
well on all the three datasets being tested. With more training
samples than those used for the results in Table V, this time SP
models in Table VI produce better performance which is closer
to the best result (from the within-dataset models) over each
dataset.
It is worth noting that the VOC/ImageNet models perform

better than the NUS-WIDEmodels on ImageNet (VOC) dataset.
The performances of different models on different datasets are
also related to the way the datasets were collected. Images in
NUS-WIDE were annotated by students from high schools and
colleges, while ImageNet and VOC images were annotated by
workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk or expert researchers,
who have different knowledge background. More importantly,
the criteria for characterizing the presence of concepts could
result in performance bias. In VOC and ImageNet, each con-
cept is associated with a verbose textual description as guide-
line for manual annotation. Particularly, ImageNet uses the def-
initions based on WordNet and Wikipedia. NUS-WIDE adopts
a relatively loose instruction. For instance, examples of “car”
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Fig. 9. MAP performance of SP models trained with various numbers
(400–5000) of sampled images.

in VOC include cars, vans and large family cars etc., but ex-
clude go-carts, tractors, emergency vehicles and lorries/ trucks
etc. In NUS-WIDE, there are diverse examples of “car” such
as jeep and fire truck. In addition, images in NUS-WIDE and
VOC were downloaded from Flickr only, while ImageNet con-
tains images downloaded from several other search engines like
Google. These factors are expected to impact the classification
performance, which is however very difficult to be quantita-
tively measured. Overall there are two major observations from
the results shown in Tables V and VI. First, models trained with
expert-labeled images tend to over-fit a particular dataset, and
often show significant performance degradation when applied
to a new dataset. Second, models trained on freely available
Web images, with a well-designed sampling method, can per-
form and generalize fairly well in practice.
Finally, we conduct our last experiment to investigate the

classification performance when more training examples are
sampled by SP to learn classifiers. Fig. 9 shows the results on
three datasets for positive examples ranging from 400 to 5000
per concept. Increasing the number of examples basically leads
to gradual improvement in MAP until reaching a level when
the sample size is close to 5000. From our observation, the
sampled images ranked in the lower part of a list are either ir-
relevant to the target concept or near-duplicates of other higher
ranked examples. Thus, further increasing the sample size may
not imply performance improvement, especially for specific
concepts. Nevertheless, as social media websites receive a large
number of new image upload every day, we expect the general
trend of improvement w.r.t the number of samples as long as
more relevant and novel images are found in the lower part of
the search result list.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented an efficient approach for sampling and
pooling free samples from the Web for training set construction.
The modeling of tag lists with SF leads to the effective ranking
of sample relevancy, while the hierachical pooling of samples
with ontological relatedness enriches the coverage of training
sets. Through empirical studies we have verified the merit of
seeking samples for free with the goal of maximizing sample
relevancy and coverage. More importantly, further cross-dataset
evaluation also reveals that by doing so the classifiers learned

from free samples can exhibit competitive performance, espe-
cially in terms of generalization ability, when comparing with
the classifiers learned from expert labeled data. Our work is suit-
able for sampling Web images that are rich of user tags such
as from Flickr. For images that contain limited tags (e.g., from
Google and Bing Image Search) or images that tend to be tagged
at a higher album-level (e.g., from Picasa), concept learning per-
formance from automatic sampling is expected to be lower.
Currently, our work only considers the collection of positive

examples for classifier learning. Future extension includes the
revision of current formulation as a unified model for sampling
and pooling of both positive and negative examples. The ex-
tension shall consider not only the criteria: relevancy, coverage
and diversity, but also other factors such as visual, semantic and
contextual relatedness. For instance, the examples from sibling
concepts are more “negatively” informative as reported in [25]
(eg, training “cat” classifier using images of “dog” as negative
samples). Nevertheless, adding them in classifier learning may
degrade the performance as the “visual context” of sibling con-
cepts could be similar. Therefore, how to find a trade-off among
different factors for maximizing the performance of classifiers
learnt with free positive and negative samples is an interesting
problem to be investigated.
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